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going to improve. The world of investing will 
be revolutionised, and the number of investors 
will go through the roof. Small investors are 
already becoming more market aware, which 
can create much more wealth globally.” 

Day traders, for example, gave short-
selling hedge funds a billion-dollar bloody 
nose in January with a Reddit co-ordinated 
drive to push up the stock price of GameStop 
and other companies being shorted.

New social order
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The pandemic has exacerbated inequalities 
globally. We are witnessing a “K-shaped 
recovery”, with industries and populations 
recuperating at different paces. 

A team at Harvard University found that 
between February and October 2020 in the US, 
workers in the bottom quartile (annual income 
of US$27,000 or less) saw employment drop  
by almost 20%, while among those making 
more than US$60,000 per year it rose by 1%. 

While only 8% of our respondents cite 
inequality as a direct issue affecting their 
clients’ wealth, it could have an impact on 
domestic government policy and tax issues, 
which 49% and 42% respectively of them do 
cite as a concern. 

“We could see a shift to more wealth taxes 
as governments scramble to cover the huge 
costs of the pandemic, and targeting the 

wealthy tends to be uncontroversial with 
voters,” says Filippo Noseda, a private client 
lawyer at Mishcon de Reya.

In December, Argentina’s parliament 
approved a proposal to impose a one-time 
2% tax on individuals with more than  
US$2.5 million in assets. Canadian President 
Justin Trudeau has announced plans to 
spend billions on childcare, housing and 
healthcare, partly financed by taxing 
“extreme wealth inequality”. A one-off 
wealth tax to pay for the costs of Covid-19 
has been proposed in the UK.

Where opportunity lies is in recognising 
and bridging the gap. Vincent Magnenat 
of Lombard Odier Group told us that in a 
recent study of UHNWIs across Asia, “over 
80% recognise that access to technology 
has and will continue to increase inequality. 
However, they also believe that technology 
can narrow it by, for example, providing 
widespread access to education. But we  
need to invest in the right infrastructure 
and roll it out for everybody. Coupled with 
private capital, technology can have a 
transformative impact, and we believe that 
UHNWIs have a pivotal role to play.”
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Unsurprisingly, almost 60% of our survey 
respondents said they or their clients had 

reassessed their attitudes to succession 
planning in light of Covid-19. Intergenerational 
wealth transfer can be welcomed with 
trepidation or open arms. According to our 
survey the former is slightly more prevalent, 
with 28% of respondents placing it in their top 
three worries, compared with the 23% who see 
it as an exciting opportunity. 

“This is the first time that we see a 
convergence of the following trends – 
multigenerational family members working 
together, and UHNWIs and their families 
increasingly reflecting more global views,” 
notes Pierre-Yves Lombard of Lombard  
Odier Group. “We have also observed  
younger generations studying in the UK or 
US before coming back to Asia to work in the 
family business. They often bring back fresh 
perspectives and mindsets, which result in 
very different discussions. They encourage 
their families to rethink everything.”

Arne Elias Corneliussen, founder 
and director of geopolitical advisory firm 
NRCI, agrees that there is “tension between 
respecting the wealth and business built by 
the older generations and the need to adapt 
and evolve”.

The focus on the future to safeguard and 
grow wealth is imperative and one of the 
main tensions comes from environmental 
sustainability where, as Lombard notes, 
“new generations are challenging the older 
generations to do more.” For more on what 
this means for family offices, flip to page 54.

Wealth worries  
The  biggest wealth creation and 
preservation worries* for UHNWIs in 2021    

Ongoing disruption by Covid-19   80%

Tax issues    42%
Domestic government policy    49%

Geopolitics (trade wars, etc)    35%
Wealth transfer to the next generation    28%

Brexit    10%
Impact of rising wealth inequality      8%

Civil unrest      6%
Armed conflict      3%

Source: The Wealth Report Attitudes Survey 
*Respondents were asked to nominate their three main concerns and opportunities

Wealth opportunities  
The opportunities most likely 
to excite UHNWIs in 2021   

New investment opportunities
in a post-pandemic world

87%

Wealth transfer to 
the next generation

23%

Technological 
disruption as 
an opportunity

47%
Brexit

6%

Domestic government policy

25%
Opportunities 

arising from the 
ESG agenda

22%

Improving 
geopolitics

31%
Tax 

issues

18%


